Price (020) field
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Find the available subfields and examples for field 020 in CatExpress.

**Subfields in OCLC-MARC records**

Price maps to field 020 (International Standard Book Number) subfield $c (Terms of Availability) in OCLC-MARC records. This is an optional field.

**Price**

The list price of the item. Include the appropriate currency symbol.

Note: Do not add a Price (020) field to a record that describes a serial. The Price (020) field is not valid in serial records, so its presence causes the record to fail system validation.

**Examples**

- Price (020 $c): $5.95
- Price (020 $c): $12.00
- Price (020 $c): $7.95
- Price (020 $c): $1.95 (pbk.)